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ABSTRACT 

The interfacing of force-feedback devices to computers adds touchability in 

computer interactions, called computer haptics. Computer haptics has two components 

(1) collision detection of virtual objects with the haptic interface device and (2) 

determining and displaying appropriate force feedback to the user via the haptic interface 

device. This is a new field, with most of the original work done in the fields of 

mechanical engineering and the biophysical sciences. As such, the computing model that 

incorporates haptics was, until recently, a secondary concern. 

Most of the data structures and algorithms applied to haptic rendering have been 

adopted from non-pliable surface-based graphic systems, which is not always appropriate 

because of the different characteristics required to render haptic systems. Two new 

algorithms are currently available that can be applied to haptics to improve the collision 

detection and force-feedback generation of computer haptics. Currently, there are two 

basic methods available: (1) The occupancy-map algorithm (OMA), which is used for 

fast collision detection with solid non-deformable convex virtual objects, (2) The 

chainmail algorithm (CMA) used for calculating the behavior of 2D (surface) convex 

objects. 

The work we have done uses advanced computer modeling and coding techniques 

for implementing 1) haptic rendering of 3D volumetric objects using OMA for collision 

detection and 2) CMA for the generation of the real-time force feedback. Comparative 

analysis of this technique for haptic rendering versus more traditional methods has been 

provided. This work has enhanced the previous versions of this technique and has shown 

the viability and advantages of this new haptic rendering paradigm. These algorithms 

were implemented using the PHANToM haptic device fi-om SensAble Technologies. 

This is a six-degree of freedom force feedback device used with many haptic displays. 

Graphics were implemented using the version of OpenGL provided with the Windows 

NT^^ operating system. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In this work, we will be discussing the modeling, implementafion, and results of a 

new technique for rendering virtual haptic environments. We provide here an overview 

of each of the remaining five chapters. 

In Chapter E, we will review some basic background information including the 

known characteristics of the human haptic system. Some of the hardware interfaces used 

for human haptic interaction and some of the traditional approaches for rendering 

computer haptic environments will also be discussed. 

Chapter III presents the haptic rendering model that was used in this work. Here 

we discuss some of the algorithm design involved with this model. We also provide the 

advantages and disadvantages of this method when compared to more traditional methods 

for rendering virtual haptic environments. 

Chapter IV discusses the implementation of the model. The details of the 

hardware and system platform are provided as well as the overall software architecture. 

Also considered here are some of the choices and compromises that were made in order 

to provide a rendering system within the limits imposed by both the hardware and the 

human user. 

Chapter V examines the experimental results. The limited quantitative results of 

the experiments are provided with discussion of the significance of the values obtained. 

Chapter VI furnishes a discussion of future investigations based on the techniques 

presented here. Several possible enhancements are explored regarding improvements in 

the run time of the chainmail algorithm, especially in those situations where it does not 

perform well. 

Chapter Vn provides some concluding remarks of the work done. Qualitative 

remarks on the usefiilness and limitations of the techniques used in this work are 

provided. 



CHAPTER II 

BACKGROUND 

Computers have advanced through many stages of user interface development, 

from switches and lights to card readers and line printers, to the terminal and finally to 

Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs). Each of these stages of development has coincided 

with advancements in computing power and the advent of new 10 tools. With the 

common application of GUI environments, the mouse and trackball coupled with a 

keyboard and terminal have allowed for more intuitive interaction and have served well 

for the past two decades. However, new 10 devices are becoming available and with the 

advent of these devices, techniques for taking advantage of these new interaction modes 

are being developed and explored. 

Advances in computing power have provided the ability to compute with higher 

dimensional data sets. Further, these same advances have provided the ability to create 

new modes of real-time interaction that can enhance human analysis and manipulations 

of these data sets. Haptics, "relating to or based on the sense of touch," is one of those 

new interactive modes [1]. Computer haptics is the interaction between humans and 

computers via touch. In this work we will use computer haptics to refer to the use of 

input devices that also provide kinesthetic feedback to the user. 

Computer haptics allows for greater immersion into virtual environments, 

necessary for some simulations, and also allows for improved interaction with higher 

dimensional data sources. Simulations used in training haptic skills (e.g. medical surgery 

[2]) require realistic real-time feedback, since the skills being learned include learning the 

haptic stimuli and manipulation of the environment being simulated. Some data sources 

(e.g. Seismic Data [3]) may also include more than four dimensions of information and 

can be better analyzed with added modes of interaction. Overlaying visual information 

with haptic information allows an enhanced ability to explore these data sets. In addition, 

haptic devices provide for greater computer access to individuals who are visually 

impaired by providing touch-based interfaces [4]. 



The basic model for computer haptics is provided in Figure 1. In this model, the 

human provides positional information in the virtual space to the computer model and 

receives force feedback in return. These interactions occur via the haptic interface 

device. In this work, we will be using point-based haptics, which uses only the position 

and force determination of a single point. The force determinations are generated with 

respect to the given point. Thus simplifying the haptic interaction. However, the 

complexity comes from the almost continual movement of the user position at a rate of 

up to 40 Hz. This is complicated by human sensitivity to vibration. 

-̂ ositioQ 
Human ConpterModel 

Figure 1. Basic Haptic Interface Model. 

We will begin the background discussion of haptic systems by giving a brief 

overview of the human haptic system, an overview and some details of haptic devices, 

and the general rendering model with discussion of some of the more common rendering 

techniques in virtual environments. Finally, a brief discussion of multi-modal 

interactions will be provided. 

The Human Haptic System 

In this section we discuss some of the terms and aspects of the human haptic 

system. We only discuss some of the relevant aspects of human touch, pertaining to 

designing haptic interfaces. Unless otherwise noted, the information for the following 

discussion is compiled from [5] and [6]. 



The human sense of touch consists of a loop from the sensors in the hand to the 

brain and then from the brain back to the hand. Humans can move their limbs as fast as 

lOHz for reflex actions and as fast as 40 Hz for passive impedance mofions, such as a 

drum roll. Humans are very sensitive to detecting vibrations, even as high as IkHz 

Thus, any haptic system must provide response within this cycle time. Meeting this real

time constraint is one of the current difficuhies in haptic systems today. To provide an 

intuitive sense of the magnitude of this frequency, Table 1 is provided for comparison. 

Table 1. Frequency Comparisons. 

Vibration 

Fast Finger Movement (Expert Typist) 

US Electricity Current Cycle 

Computer Monitor Refresh Rate 

Maximum Human Sensitivity to Vibration 

Frequency 

lOHz 

60 Hz 

60-75 Hz 

IkHz 

The human hand has 22 degrees of freedom, or directions of motion, and sensory 

information consisting of tactile and kinesthetic data. Each digit has four degrees of 

freedom (3 knuckles and side to side), and the wrist has two degrees of freedom 

(up/down and side to side). Tactile sensation refers to the activation of sensors embedded 

in the skin when interacting with surfaces, while kinesthetic refers to the sense of position 

and the forces on limbs and digits. The net result of both sensory systems is used in 

general, although fine textures are detected by the tactile system alone. Because of 

limitations in today's technology, nearly all of haptic systems currentiy provide input 

only to the kinesthetic system. 

The limitations of the human tactile system are important for obtaining reasonable 

metrics on evaluating haptic systems. As stated earlier, vibrations can be sensed up to 

IkHz. The maximum sensitivity to differences in frequency lies near 250Hz. Vibration 

amplitudes less than a single micron can be detected. Hence, care must be taken in haptic 

interfaces so that motor vibrations do not provide false or misleading information to 



users. Further, the detectable difference between vibrations is approximately 28 decibels 

(dB) below 30Hz. and falls off at -12dB per each octave from 30 to 300Hz. 

Kinesthetic resolutions of the angles of the joints of the human arm are shown in 

Table 2. These angles are the smallest angles discernible by the human system. The 

ability to detect resolutions of velocity and acceleration differences is dependent on the 

size of the stimuli and so is measured by the Just Noticeable Difference (JND) ratios. 

The JNDs are approximately 11% for velocity and 17% for acceleration. Thus, velocity 

and acceleration changes less than these ratios do not need to be provided to users of 

haptic devices, since they will go undetected. Similarly, errors smaller than these values 

would also go unnoticed by the haptic user. 

Table 2. Joint Angle Resolution. 

Joint 

Finger 

Wrist & Elbow 

Shoulder 

Angle 

2.5° 

2° 

0.8° 

The JNDs of force and compliance of objects for the hand and the elbow joint are 

given in Table 3 and Table 4 respectively. It should be noted that compliance detection 

becomes more difficult with rigid surfaces on the objects and that the minimum stiffness 

not distinguishable from a rigid fixed surface is 25Newtons/mm. 

Table 3. Just Noticeable Difference in Hand Grasp. 

Force 

Compliance 

Fixed Displacement 

5-10% 

5-15% 

Roving 

14% 

22% 



able 4. Just Noticeable Difference in Elbow Joint. 

Force 

Compliance 

7% 

23% 

Limitations of human ability to control the fingers also exist and are important in 

designing haptic systems. The limits of this ability are indicated by the following values. 

The maximum force applied at the finger pads is 100 Newtons (N). The maximum 

controlled finger motion, such as typing, is 5-7Hz. Increases in finger grip can be 

initiated as fast as 70 ms. Finally, the tactile abilities of the finger pad are demonstrated 

by the ability to detect a single 2|am high dot or a .06 pm high grate on a pane of glass. 

Haptic Devices 

Haptic devices can be categorized by the type of haptic stimulus they produce and 

tlie method in which they make contact with the human user. The stimulus categories are 

tactile and net force devices. Devices that can produce tactile stimulation are uncommon 

and do not currentiy provide sufficient detail in stimulus to fool the human tactile senses. 

Net force devices provide kinesthetic information to the user, where the net forces are 

generated by a combination of shape and surface texture of objects. The information is 

conveyed by providing force vectors to the user via a tool or a finger gimbal. In this 

work, we will be using a net force device, the PHANToM (SensAble Technologies, Inc.). 

The PHANToM provides forces through the use of a tool such as a thimble or rod and is 

capable of providing realistic sensations of tool contact to virtual objects in the 

environments being simulated. 

Further classification of haptic devices can be defined by the mode in which they 

are in contact with the user. Some devices are attached to a rigid surface such as a 

tabletop or stand. These devices are called ground-based devices, of which the 

PHANToM is one. The limitation of these devices is that they restrict the freedom of 

movement of the user. Also in use are body-based devices that attach directly to the user. 

These devices usually allow for an increased workspace for the user, but suffer from the 



need to be grounded against the user's body. In this situation, if the user were to push 

against a virtual wall, the device would have to squeeze against the hand and the attach 

point of the device. Since it is unlikely that the real-world equivalent to the objects in the 

virtual environment would realistically generate forces to other points on the user's body, 

these devices can cause unnatural sensations when interacting with the virtual 

environments. 

Rendering Techniques 

Before we begin discussing haptic rendering, it is important to discuss the three 

basic differences between graphic and haptic rendering of virtual objects. The first 

difference is in the speed of rendering. Typical graphic updates are in the range of 60-75 

Hz. However, as discussed above, humans are very sensitive to haptic vibrations so 

refresh rates of at least IkHz are required to allow natural sensations to be delivered to 

the user. The second difference lies in the local versus global needs of the two rendering 

environments. In both graphics and haptics the boundaries of the volume that is viewable 

(touchable) is referred to as the scene. Graphic rendering of a scene usually requires that 

a large portion of scene (from a given perspective) must be generated for viewing. With 

haptics however, only the force from the locality of the virtual point representing human 

contact with the virtual environment must be presented as output to the user. This, 

coupled with the need for higher refresh rates can cause the need for a different model to 

render objects haptically than what has been applied to render objects graphically. The 

final fiindamental difference between graphics and haptics is that viewing a graphic scene 

is passive interaction, while touching haptic scenes may cause the need for the scene to 

change. 

The fiindamental algorithm for rendering with net force devices is presented in 

Figure 2. Although the first and last steps of the general rendering loop are important to 

the process (especially considering human haptic limitations), these steps are generally 

incorporated into the hardware of the haptic device and are relatively straightforward. 

The 2"*̂  and 3'̂ '̂  steps are of major consideration. In the following paragraphs, we will 
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briefly describe some of the current approaches to these two steps of the process and give 

a brief introduction to the methods that we used. 

1. Determine virtual 
environment position 

2. Detect collisions with 
virtual objects 

3. Determine net forces 

I 
4. Apply forces 

Figure 2. General Rendering Loop. 

Haptic collision detection has, for the most part, borrowed algorithms and data 

structures from graphics. Owing to this, haptics has used a hierarchy of bounding boxes 

organized in object trees. The tree organization aids in animation and is also used in the 

detection of collisions. Also only the surfaces of objects are generally used. Note that 

surface models are ideal for graphics since only the surface interaction with light is 

necessary for most graphics renderings. Because collision detection of polygon objects 

can be computationally expensive, bounding boxes are used. The bounding boxes are 

organized into hierarchical trees to help speed up collision detection. The idea is to 

structure large objects whose bounding boxes surround itself and its dependent sub-

objects. This process is continued until reaching the bounding box of individual surface 

polygons. Arguing the speedup from this technique is difficult since these trees can be 

arbitrarily large or small based on the complexity of the objects. The asymptotic runtime 

for an entire scene is generally claimed to be 0{p \o%ip)) where/? is the number of 
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polygons in the scene. It should be noted that any envisioned speedup due to the tree 

structure is lost when many non-hierarchical objects are in the scene. 

An improved collision detection scheme has been proposed by Gibson [9], in 

which an occupancy map is maintained. This map is a three-dimensional representation 

of all the positions in the virtual space and holds references to the objects that occupy 

each position in the virtual space. This method inspects and updates the occupancy map 

when each element is moved. This reduces the collision detection to 0{p) since only a 

single value must be inspected. The disadvantage of this method is the increase in 

memory requirements, which, depending on the platform, may induce some overhead 

timing problems. 

The generation of force vectors in the 3'̂ '̂  phase of the rendering loops has mainly 

been determined using a method based on Hooke's law and Newton's 2"^ law of motion 

to model the behavior of a spring. The model has the form shown in equation (1). 

F = K''d (1) 

In this equation F is the force vector, d is the penetration vector, and K is the 

stiffness matrix. The penetration vector is the normal to the surface times the distance the 

virtual position of the haptic device has penetrated the surface of the virtual object. The 

stiffness matrix refers to the stiffness of the spring. The ideal position is commonly called 

the god object, the ghost object or the virtual proxy. The concept is demonstrated in 

Figure 3. 



Ideal Position 

Actual 

Figure 3. Spring Force Model. 

This equation does not apply to springs with damping. It has been found that to 

adequately model hard surfaces, damping must be induced to cancel the forward motion 

of the proxy. Even models that do not exhibit elastic or plastic properties require the 

solving of second order differential equations of the form shown in equation (2), 

Md'' + Cd' + Kd = F (2) 

where M is the mass matrix and C is the dampening matrix. To solve these equations is 

not trivial and most work has used the numerical method known as the Finite Element 

Method (FEM). The problem with this method is that it is extremely computationally 

intensive. 

The advantage of surface model techniques is that they fit well with algorithms 

and data structures already available from computer-graphics. The technique works 

reasonably well for solid, non-deformable objects, as long as the number of polygons is 

kept small. Unfortunately, for deformable objects, especially ones with other objects 

embedded into them, these types of techniques have computational needs that impose 

overly restrictive limitations on the size of the scenes due to the real-time haptic 

constraints. 
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To solve the problem associated with deformable objects, several approaches 

have been attempted. One solution [7] is to allow for the deformation of the surface 

layers, but this solution does not take into account the compression of inner materials. 

Also attempted have been several approaches to modeling volumetric objects using finite 

element methods [8], [9]. The difficulty with these systems is that the necessary 

computational power is not yet available to model systems in real time using these 

techniques. 

A final note on rendering concerns the rendering of surface textures. Haptic 

texturing can be accomplished by modifying the force vectors at the surface of the objects 

[10]. This technique is caWed force shading and can create the perception of shape from 

an otherwise smooth surface. This is accomplished by deviating the force vector away 

from the surface normal. A conceptual picture is presented in Figure 4. 

A I / 
Figure 4. Force Shading for False Features. 

This technique is also used to smooth the edges of polygons to allow for smooth 

transitions and is similar to Phong shading used in graphics. The force vectors at vertices 

are combinations of the surface normals of the adjoining polygons. Figure 5 

demonstrates this principle. 
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Figure 5. Force Shading for Smoothing. 

Muhi-Modal Systems 

'Multi-modal systems' refers to interfaces that incorporate more than one human 

sensory mode. The work presented below did not intend to investigate the consequences 

of multi-modal systems, but a brief discussion is provided here for completeness. Sound 

and vision have been used together for some time now, but the recent addition of the 

haptic interface has had some interesting consequences. Although much more 

investigation is needed, some interesting results have been discovered as to how the 

senses interact. 

We may take advantage of the interactions of the senses to 'fool' the user and 

perhaps simplify the haptic rendering. For example, in [11] and [12], it was shown that 

haptic users could be 'fooled' into believing that identical materials had different stiffness 

by incorporating appropriate auditory cues. False surface shape perception has been 

demonstrated by a combination of visual cues and force shading; the difference from the 

surface and force shading in Figure 4 was not detectable by users when appropriate visual 

cues were applied [10]. New modes of interaction are being applied to interfaces, for 

example, thermal input to the haptic device has been implemented [13]. It may be 

possible that new interface modes may affect the perception of other interface modes. 

These effects may improve cumulative perception, while allowing lower fidelity in some 

interface modes. Unfortunately, much about the human psychology of mixed mode 

12 



sensing is still unknown, although haptic devices, with their ability to simulate virtual 

environments, will undoubtedly provide a new medium to further these investigations. 

13 



CHAPTER m 

THE VOLUMETRIC HAPTIC MODEL 

In this work, we enhanced a new haptic rendering scheme for use with soft-body 

objects. We implemented the occupancy map collision detection method presented in 

[9], but provided for a full haptic interface by adding force-feedback. In addition, the 

chainmail technique for modeling volumetric objects presented in [14] by Gibson was 

enhanced to allow force-feedback of three-dimensional objects. 

Chainmail and Relax 

Gibson uses the occupancy map for collision detection combined with a linked 

voxel particle model called chainmail to allow for deformations. In this section, we 

discuss the chainmail algorithm, along with the accompanying relax process. Gibson's 

algorithm works in two phases. In the first phase, movement of particles is determined in 

a cascading manner, in which the maximum and minimum distance between linked 

particles termed voxels is not allowed to be violated, which is similar to the behavior of 

chainmail armor in the two-dimensional model. A three-dimensional model for the 

behavior is shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. The second phase relaxes the energy of the 

system. 

14 



ZMAX 

YMAX 

XMAX 

Figure 6. Chainmail Model Nearest Neighbor Distance. 

Y+SHEAR A" Z+SHEAR 

Y-SHEAR 
Z-SHEAR 

X-SHEAR X+SHEAR 

Figure 7. Chainmail Model for Shear. 
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To describe the first phase in further detail, some terms should be introduced. The 

neighbors of a voxel are those voxels that are immediately adjacent to it; that is, the two 

voxels are linked. A sponsor is a voxel that has moved. Whenever a voxel moves, it 

sponsors its neighboring voxels. When a voxel sponsors its neighbors, they are added to 

a candidate queue of voxels to be checked for distance violations relative to the sponsor. 

A candidate's minimum or maximum distances, along with shear distances, are checked 

relative to their sponsor voxel. If any of the distances are violated, the candidate voxel is 

adjusted accordingly and its neighbors (save its sponsor) become candidates. This 

process continues as long as adjustments need to be made. In this way, a quick crude 

update can be generated. The updates spread from the point of disturbance outward 

much like ripples on a pond. A graphic representing the adjustment of the candidate 

position based on the minimum and maximum distance is provided in Figure 8. In this 

figure, the sponsor is the white voxel and the voxel being adjusted under chainmail is the 

black voxel. A section of code from the basic algorithm is presented in Figure 9, which 

details the case where the left neighbor of the voxel being examined is its sponsor. The 

stiffness of a material is controlled by the magnitude of the difference between the 

minimum and maximum distances along with the magnitude of the shear distances. 

16 



Sponsor 
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XMIN 
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NO CHANGE 
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XMAX 
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XMAX 

-o 

XMIN 

XMAX 

Figure 8. Chainmail Min/Max Adjustment. 

The second (relax) phase is a lower-precedence thread that is constantly running 

in the background that sequentially relaxes the forces between the particles through the 

application of an energy function. This fimction may be of any form with the purpose of 

reducing the overall energy of the system. Substituting different energy functions change 

the behavior of the material being rendered. For example, if the energy function has only 

one ideal state, it will behave elastically. However, if the material has more than one 

ideal state, it can behave plastically. This second phase automatically provides for 

damping and relaxation of the voxel particles, eliminating the need for the advanced 

numerical methods of the FEM used in the more traditional methods. 

Although Gibson has applied this method to a three-dimensional graphic model 

that incorporates haptic input and force-feedback with non-volumetric models using the 
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PHANToM, she has not yet reported any use of force-feedback with volumetric models. 

We added this enhancement to her rendering model. 

get candidate voxel x,y,z 

get sponsors x,y,z 

if (sponsor is too close along x axis) 

move away to the minimum x distance 

else if (sponsor is too far) 

move toward my sponsor to the maximum 

X distance 

/* check for shear forces'^/ 

if(difference(candidate y, sponsory)>shear) 

adjust y toward sponsors y ± shear 

if(difference(candidate z, sponsor z)>shear) 

adjust z toward sponsors z ± shear 

Figure 9. Chainmail Algorithm. 

Occupancy Map 

The predominant method of collision detection currently uses bounding boxes. It 

is important to discuss this method first, before we discuss the occupancy map method to 

understand the advantages of the latter. The bounding box scheme uses a tree hierarchy 

of boxes and is best demonstrated with the rendering of a mechanical man. Under this 

scheme a bounding box will be maintained that encompasses the three-dimensional 

periphery of the mechanical man. If an object penetrates this bounding box a search of 

smaller sub bounding boxes is done. The smaller bounding boxes would exist for the 

mechanical man's subparts, for example, one for his head, torso, left arm, left leg, etc. If 

the object violates the boundaries of a sub bounding box, then the bounding boxes within 
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it would be investigated. This process would be continued until either no collision 

occurred or an atomic part of the mechanical man was reached. This would usually be a 

polygon in the more traditional haptic rendering scheme or it would be a voxel if you 

were to employ the data structures used in this work. This process, in two dimensions, is 

illustrated in Figure 10. 

Figure 10. Traditional Collision Detection. 

The occupancy map (OM) collision detection scheme requires the implementation 

of a three-dimensional array to represent the three-dimensional space in the scene that is 

to be rendered. The three indices of the array correspond to three-dimensional points in 

the scene space. In Gibson's scheme each cell of the OM contains a reference to the 

parent object of the voxel that occupies the cell or a NULL value, if the point in space is 

unoccupied. A two-dimensional representation of this concept is shown in Figure 11. 

Whenever a voxel moves, it removes the reference to it's parent object from the OM and 

places a new reference at its new position. In our scheme, we replaced the 4-byte pointer 

with 2 identifiers of 2-byte size. In this way, we can directly reference the exact voxel 

that occupies a point in space without having to commit to a search of the parent object. 

The disadvantage of this method is that the objects and their voxel constituents must be 

enumerated. This enumeration limits the quantity of both objects and voxels, but is of 
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littie consequence, since the limitation is much lower than the limitation imposed by the 

lack of computational speed available today and in the near fiiture. 

Object 1 

1 
Object 2 

>A. 

1 1 

1 1 

, ^ 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

Figure 11. Occupancy Map Collision Detection. 

The advantage of this method of collision detection over the bounding box 

scheme is speed. The run-time of the bounding box scheme is on the order ofO(log(n)) 

for an individual collision search and 0(n log(n)) for the entire scene, where /i is the 

atomic unit used (polygons or voxels). The algorithm checks the OM location for the 

particular location in the virtual space and is done, thus it has a run time ofO(J) and a run 

time of 0(n) for the entire scene. Linearizing the collision detection scheme provides for 

huge savings in computation time. The downside of the occupancy map method is the 

immense storage requirements for the OM. On systems without a large memory 

resource, this can actually show poorer performance due to swapping out to virtual disk 

memory. Fortunately, memory is relatively cheap and increasing memory is more 

affordable than increasing processing power. 

To help speed the software for our simulations, only the surface voxels were 

recorded in the OM. This was deemed reasonable, since collisions with internal voxels 

shouldn't occur and the run-times of this method when all voxels are included were 

reported to be prohibitively high [14]. 
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Graphics 

The graphics were implemented using the version of openGL that comes bundled 

with Windows NT 4.0. The graphic model was simple, but effective. The objects to be 

rendered were preprocessed to find voxels that would be graphic representatives. A 

graphic representative was any voxel that was on the surface and not directly linked to a 

voxel that had already been selected as a graphics representative. In this way, every other 

surface voxel in three dimensions was a graphic representative. One possible selection of 

graphic representatives for the object displayed in Figure 12 is all of the white voxels. 

Alternatively, all the grayed voxels would also be a valid selection of graphic 

representatives. 

Figure 12. Graphic Representatives. 

Once the graphic representatives have been selected, a fan data structure is filled 

with the indices of all the voxels that adjoin each representative voxel on the surface. 

These fan structures are collected into a linked list, which is traversed during runtime to 

draw triangle fans centered around the representative position. The current positions of 

the voxels are queried at runtime. In this way, a simple graphic representation of the 

object can be rendered. An ahernative graphic representation of the virtual object can be 

obtained by simply drawing lines for all the links from the graphic representative of a fan 

object. This provides a wire-frame graphic of the virtual object. An example of three 

fans emanating from a single representative is presented in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13. Triangle Fans. 
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CHAPTER IV 

IMPLEMENTATION 

In this chapter the implementation of the algorithms is discussed. Here we 

provide the hardware and software environment as well as architectural structure of the 

code. Also discussed are some of the unexpected issues that had to be addressed 

concerning the stability of the system. 

Environment 

The operating system used for this work was Windows NT version 4.0 from 

Microsoft Corporation. The graphics were implemented with Silicon Graphics openGL 

API. The haptic device was the PHANToM by SensAble Technologies Incorporated, 

using their basic I/O library. Windows API, openGL, and PHANToM basic I/O fimctions 

are all standard C functions. All other software was implemented in object oriented C++ 

using Microsoft's Visual C++ IDE. The hardware platform was a 300 MHz Intel Pentium 

PC with 128 Mbytes of SDRAM and an openGL accelerator card. 

Software Architecture 

The extreme update frequency required by human haptic systems requires 

intensive prioritizing of the various software components. The tasks of the program had 

to be broken down into four threads of varying system priority to provide adequate output 

from the system. The four threads, discussed below, are the windows, graphics, haptics, 

and relax threads. 

The Windows Thread 

This was the lowest priority thread and was responsible for processing all 

windows messaging as well as the graphical user interface of the program. The flow 

diagram for this thread may be viewed in Figure 14. It consists of (1) initializing all the 

data structures used in the program, (2) starting all of the other threads with appropriate 

priority and (3) initializing the Windows processing loop. The fianction of this loop in 

our simulation program is to allow the user to change the viewing orientation for the 
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graphics system and to allow the user to modify the parameters of the virtual objects in 

the scene. Messages are passed to the graphics thread via a global variable. 

Initialize scene. 

Start other threads. 

I 
Process Windows 

messages. 

Post keyboard. 

Figure 14. Windows Thread. 

The Graphics Thread 

The graphics thread was a medium priority thread and was responsible for 

updating the graphics scene provided through openGL. This thread received its 

information by examining the globally accessible data structures of the scene. The flow 

diagram for this thread is shown in Figure 15. 
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The virtual geometry object(s) in the scene contained lists of fan objects that were 

used to create the graphics. The operation and details of the use of these objects were 

discussed in Chapter IE under the subheading ' Graphics.' 

Initialize OpenGL. 

Process keyboard 
messages. 

I 
Draw geometry 

object(s). 

T 
Draw PHANToM 

proxy. 

Figure 15. Graphics Thread. 

The Haptics Thread 

This is the only high priority thread of the volumetric haptics system and was 

required to repeat its cycle within 1 kHz. This thread was responsible for obtaining the 

PHANToM position, updating the virtual objects via the chainmail procedure and 

responding with appropriate force to the user via the PHANToM. This thread would 

attempt critical section locks to ensure that it did not acquire inappropriate access to a 

voxel while the lower priority relax thread was in mid-operation. It is illustrated in 

Figure 16. 
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Get PHANToM 
position. 

Check OM. for 
collision. 

I 
Check neighbors for 

nearest. If nearer, 
make collidee. 

I 
Call 

chainmail(collidee). 

I 
Send to PHANToM 
getForce(collidee). 

Send to PHANToM 
zero force. 

Figure 16. Haptics Thread. 

The Relax Thread 

This thread was a medium priority thread responsible for sequentially relaxing the 

energy of each voxel in the system. It accomplished this in a continuous round-robin 

fashion, with a small sleep period in between cycles. This sleep period helped provide 

extra CPU cycles to the haptic thread. Since this cycle needed to update positions of the 

voxels, it could lock out the higher priority haptic thread via critical section locks. A 

flow chart of this thread is presented in Figure 17. 
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Initialize critical 
section. 

I 
Relax voxel. 

I 
Release critical 

section. 

i 
Sleep. 

Go to next voxel. 

Figure 17. Relax Thread. 

Stability Issues 

In implementing the algorithms several surprising challenges arose; two warrant 

some discussion as they may affect implementation of any fiiture attempts to duplicate 

this work. Both issues involved stability of the system. The first is contact stability, 

which involves a couple of different problems in the collision detection of the 

PHANToM with the surface of the virtual object. The second issue, relax stability, 

involves the virtual object itself with regard to the relax function. 

Contact Stability 

The traditional polygonal methods of haptic rendering may suffer loss of contact 

of the proxy with a surface. This may occur when rendering a thin object and the 

PHANToM's virtual position passes through the surface and become closer to the far 

edge than the edge it originally passed through. Since the force vector is proportional to 
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the distance of the PHANToM's virtual position to the nearest surface, a sudden change 

in force direction can occur at the midway point. This concept is demonstrated in Figure 

18 as the PHANToM's virtual position passes through the surface toward the other side 

of the object. 

Figure 18. Surface Based Haptic Rendering without Proxy. 

The solution to this is to create a virtual proxy that remains on the surface. In this way, 

the orientation of the force vector remains correct. This principle is shown in Figure 19. 

Figure 19. Surface Based Haptic Rendering with Proxy. 

It is desirable to have a conceptually similar device for use with the volumetric 

rendering technique presented in this work. Implementing such a concept is more 

difficult with the elastic surfaces of this work. The largest problem is demonstrated in 

Figure 20. The events in this figure occur from left to right. In this scenario, the user is 

pushing the proxy into the object and is in contact with the surface, and so is feeling 

resistant forces from the object. If the force is just strong enough to bounce the 

PHANToM away from the surface, then contact is momentarily lost, despite the fact that 

the user is still pushing the proxy toward the surface. Once contact is lost, two events 

happen. The user is no longer receiving resistance from the haptic device and this causes 

the sudden movement of the PHANToM proxy inward. Meanwhile, since there is no 

pressure against the surface, the voxel relaxes outward. The net effect is that the 

PHANToM position and the surface voxel pass each other in a single time step, resuhing 

in the proxy passing through the surface. 
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Force nser 

Figure 20. Bounce Surface Contact Instability. 

The user slipping the PHANToM to the side of the contact voxel causes the 

second contact surface instability. The instability event is shown in Figure 21. In this 

scenario the PHANToM proxy is in contact with the surface and then moves laterally to a 

point of no contact between the voxels. In this state, the PHANToM proxy is not in 

contact with the previous contact voxel and is also external relative to that same voxel. 

The proxy has also slipped under the neighboring voxel and does not contact it. The end 

result is yet another apparent slip through the surface. Both surface contact problems 

occurred because of using the proxy representation as a point. 

Force • \User \User 

(>^>-o 

Figure 21. Lateral Slip Surface Contact Instability. 

To combat this situation several approaches were investigated, including an 

attempt to make the PHANToM proxy stick to the last voxel contacted. The final 

solution was to change the voxel collision check from a point to a volume check. That is, 

collision is checked at the location of the PILANToM proxy and at the six directional 

points a fixed radius distance from the proxy. Each of these points in the virtual space is 

checked for collision in turn until a contact is made. Multiple contacts are ignored and 

lack of any contact resuhs in termination of the current iteration of the loop. 
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Relax Stability 

The relax stability problem is caused by the method in which the algorithm 

accumulates the neighboring forces. The relax algorithm works by summing all of the 

movement vectors provided by its neighbors. This approach works well for internal 

voxels, but causes some problems with voxels on the periphery of the object. Observe 

the two-dimensional situation shown on the left of Figure 22. In this situation, the shaded 

voxel is the voxel being relaxed. The voxel below the shaded voxel provides a vector to 

move the shaded voxel to the center-point between the dashed lines; the voxel to the left 

of the shaded voxel provides a similar vector. While either of these vectors taken alone is 

appropriate, the summation is not and resuhs in the second occurrence in Figure 22. The 

second occurrence suffers the same problem in the reverse direction, resulting in a return 

to the original situation. In this way, stable oscillations of the volumetric object resuhs. 

a 

Figure 22. Relax Stability. 

The oscillations cause little effect on the haptic rendering, but cause an unpleasant 

visual effect on the graphic rendering of the virtual objects. The remedy to this problem 

is to provide a damping of the relax function by muhiplying the accumulated movement 

vector by some small value. 
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CHAPTER V 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The final simulations conducted consisted of creating cubes of voxels with non-

homogenous internal stiffness. The dimensions of the cubes varied in an attempt to find 

the maximum size of an object that could be rendered whh the techniques discussed in 

this work. It was found that the ability of the system to maintain the haptic loop at a rate 

of IkHz strongly depended on the vigor of the user's interactions with the objects. Even 

very small objects could be made to extend the haptic cycle such that updates to the 

PHANToM were done at a rate below IkHz. Very large objects (over 24000 voxels) 

were renderable without haptic response falling below the IkHz refresh rate. For 

comparison to traditional haptic rendering, the 24000-voxel-cube object had 5600 surface 

voxels, which corresponds roughly to 11,200 triangle polygons. 

The percent of the total runtimes for each of the threads in the program are 

provided in Table 5. The relax thread had the longest runtime. Its participation in the 

haptic rendering demanded it to be of high priority, but owing to its computational 

expense, it is run at a lower priority than the haptics thread that generated forces to the 

user. Actual run times of the functions involved were not obtainable, since the overhead 

of tracking these times caused the watchdog circuitry of the PHANToM to trigger. The 

watchdog circuitry is a hardware safety feature of the PHANToM that disables the device 

if the force refresh rate is not kept at a sufficiently high level. 

Table 5. Proportional Thread Times. 

Thread 

Windows 

Graphics 

Relax 

Haptics 

Percentage 

3% 

14% 

79% 

4% 
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The reasons that the relax thread takes up so much more time than the haptics 

thread are two-fold. First, the haptics thread is extremely fast when no collisions are 

occurring, which is most of the time. The second reason is that the relax function 

actually blocks the haptics thread. To explain this we must briefly discuss the scheduling 

of threads in the muhi-tasking system used. 

Ahhough the threads appear to the human to be running simultaneously, they are 

actually taking tums running at a rapid rate. The tums are divided into time slices. At 

the end of each time slice the highest priority thread is mn. Threads of equal priority are 

given tums in a cyclic manner. The reason that the (higher priority) haptic thread does 

not monopolize the time is that it is adjusted to attempt to take its tum only every 1/1000 

of a second. 

The problem occurs because of the pessimistic data locking scheme used in our 

algorithm. When the relax function is manipulating a voxel, the entire parent object of 

the voxel is locked from modification. If the object is locked at the time the haptic 

routine attempts to mn, it will be unable to access the object and so will wait, not mnning 

until it can obtain access. This process can continue indefinitely, since the relax function 

could (1) release the object lock, (2) move to the next voxel, and (3) acquire a new object 

lock, all before the current time slice ends. This cycle of blocking can be observed in 

Figure 23, where the haptic thread attempted to mn five times before the time slice 

coincided with the object being unlocked. Possible solutions to this problem are 

addressed in the following chapter. 

Figure 23. Timing. 
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CHAPTER VI 

FUTURE WORK 

With such a novel approach to rendering haptics, there are many areas that we 

open for exploration. This chapter will discuss possible enhancements to the chainmail 

algorithm as well as some solutions to the drawbacks of the chainmail technique when 

stiff objects are present in the virtual scene. 

Chainmail enhancements 

Although the chainmail algorithm was shown to be useful in these studies, it does 

have one major limitation. This algorithm has exponential growth in computational time 

in relation to the relative-deformation. By relative-deformation, we mean the initial 

movement relative to the stiffness of the voxels visited. For instance, a stiff voxel will 

reach its minimum and maximum distances more quickly than a flexible voxel. It takes 

less deformation to propagate the chainmail wave further with a collection of stiff voxels 

than with more flexible voxels. As the relative-deformation increases, the number of 

voxels visited during a chainmail event increases. But the increase in the quantity of 

voxel visits is exponential! 

When a surface voxel is moved, it propagates a chainmail wave. Let us examine 

the ramifications of initiating the wave on an infinitely large and deep surface. If this 

wave travels only to the first nearest neighbors, then six voxels are visited. If the depth 

of the wave is increased by one, 19 voxels are visited and so on. Obviously, this 

exponential growth cannot continue for long even on the fastest of computers. 

One improvement to the algorithm would be to decrease or avoid the time spent in 

each voxel. It would be nice if the chainmail algorithm could be enhanced with a 'look-

ahead' behavior. With this behavior, if the initial voxel were moved by a value large 

enough that a certain depth of propagation can be guaranteed, then all the voxels within 

that depth could be moved in mass. In this way, the individual queries regarding limits 

for each voxel could be avoided. This enhancement would not avoid the exponential 
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growth of the number of voxels visited, but it could decrease the total time for calculating 

the cmde positioning that chainmail provides. 

During a collision of the PHANToM proxy in the haptic loop, a propagation of 

the chainmail wave occurs that is soon followed by a call to the getForce function. The 

getForce function is linear with respect to the dimension of the object being examined. 

Although this function is relatively fast compared to the chainmail algorithm, it does visit 

some of the same voxels visited by the chainmail fijnction and then expands from there. 

It may be possible to combine these two fimctions for an enhancement in the overall 

speed of the haptic loop. 

Due to the significance of relative deformation, another future study would be to 

normalize the stiffness of a collection of objects and obtain timing information for the 

chainmail algorithm relative to these stiffness values. Comparative analysis could then 

be done using identical deformation and different stiffness values. This study would help 

provide a metric with which to compare the different enhancements. 

Stiff Objects 

As discussed at the beginning of the previous section, it is the relative-depth of 

the chainmail propagation wave that determines the timing on the algorithm. Further, 

stiffer objects have a proportionally larger relative-depth for a given deformation. This 

results in stiff objects being computationally expensive with this algorithm. Two 

modifications to the algorithms that could be investigated to help alleviate this higher 

computational cost are discussed here. 

The first modification involves decreasing the density of stiff objects. This can be 

done by having the internal voxels have minimum and maximum distances close together 

(thus making them stiff), but having both of those values large. This would necessitate 

that some intemal voxels be missing. The chainmail algorithm would still function 

appropriately, but travel through fewer voxels and thus take less time to update the 

object. A two-dimensional drawing of this concept is presented in Figure 24 
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Figure 24. Lower Density for Stiff Objects. 

Another technique to address the problems of stiff objects is to incorporate a 

hybrid-rendering scheme. Here we could use traditional methods for calculating the 

poshioning and force feedback of the solid objects and use the chainmail method to 

calculate the more pliable objects in the scene to be rendered. Since the occupancy map 

collision detection should work equally well with polygon based objects, this may be a 

reasonable compromise. 

Parallel Processing 

Another interesting enhancement for the algorithm is to investigate its 

performance on a parallel machine. Under the parallel random access memory (PRAM) 

architecture, several processors share the same memory. The software architecture used 

in this work would map well to this environment, since there are essentially four separate 

processes operating on shared data stmctures. Each process could be mapped to a 

different processor. Also, since these machines usually incorporate hardware locking, 

great speedup of the operation of the algorithm may be possible and provides an exciting 

opportunity for further work. 

Mesh type of parallel machines also could be used to provide speed-up of the 

algorithms provided in this work. For this type of parallel architecture, the data stmctures 

themselves could be distributed over the processors. Each node of the parallel machine 

could operate on a voxel. Using an overlay technique, all the voxels in an object could be 

relaxed at the same time. Once an object has been relaxed, the next object is loaded into 

the processor mesh and relaxed in one step as well. Chainmail propagation would also 
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benefit from a mesh architecture, since the entire wave front could be processed at the 

same time. 
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CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSIONS 

A new haptic rendering technique was enhanced and implemented. This 

technique uses improved collision detection techniques and a chainmail algorithm to 

haptically, render volumetric objects. The resuhing simulation environment successfully 

rendered volumetric objects as large as 24,000 voxels, which corresponds to a scene of 

11,200 polygons. 

The work presented here shows the viability of such a rendering environment and, 

although it stretched the computational power of the computer platform available for this 

study; faster computer platforms are becoming available at an increasing rate. In fact, the 

computer platform used in this study is now somewhat obsolete, even though it was top-

of-the-line at the beginning of the implementation of this project, only six months before 

this writing. 

In short, this technique is computationally expensive, but allows haptic 

presentation of materials with non-homogenous intemal behavior. There is also an 

obvious link to the volumetric stmcture of the data and volumetric data obtained from 

current instmmentation such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and computed 

tomography (CT) scans. It is believed that with enhancements to the algorithm coupled 

with improvements in computing power, this technique will provide simulation capability 

of complex scenes containing flexible non-homogenous volumetric stmctures in the very 

near future. 
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